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Typical Building Types
When asked the question what type of building is appropriate for this solution? The answer is every building. Lighting illuminates our
entire world and upgrading to LED’s provides a host of benefits. The most obvious benefit is energy savings. LED lighting is up
to 80 percent more efficient than traditional lighting, such as fluorescent and incandescent. This is because 95 percent of the
energy in LEDs is converted into light, with only 5 percent being wasted as heat. LED lighting has a much longer life span, lasting
up to six times longer than other types of lights. Additionally, LEDs can be “tuned” to different white color temperatures. This
technology is called tunable or dynamic white which enables users, with Magnum Controls, to adjust the color temperature of
a fixture in real time. LEDs also light up very quickly, which is why manufacturing facilities, warehouses, stadiums and athletic
buildings are making the change to LED since they can achieve full brightness in under a microsecond. Furthermore, an upgrade
to LEDs greatly reduces the amount of time and maintenance spent on changing out traditional bulbs. LED lighting also illuminates
dull spaces far better than traditional lighting, which improves workplace safety and overall occupant performance. Any and
every building, including outdoor environments, retrofit and new construction, are candidates for LED lighting and controls.

Government Properties

Warehouse Buildings

Manufacturing Facilities

Office Spaces

Gymnasiums

K-12 Schools

Colleges & Universities
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Zoned Lighting Controls
Magnum’s zoned approach to lighting control offers circuit based controls that are cost effective and very capable. A control zone
is defined as one or more light sources controlled simultaneously by a single control output, like the M9-USR-L3. Zones may be
organized in accordance with energy codes, desired energy savings and flexibility, common lighting equipment (e.g., fluorescent
vs. LED), space characteristics (e.g., furnishing and finishes), tasks, daylight availability and lighting schedules.

Wireless Motion
/ Lux Sensor

1 Channel 0-10V
Lighting Relay

2 Channel 0-10V
Lighting Relay

Lighting Relay with
Temp & Metering

Wireless Light Switch
(1 or 2 Channel)

Wireless Light Switch
(1 or 2 Channel)

Controlled Outlet
(1 or 2 Channel)

Intelligent
Power Strip

*Partial portfolio displayed above. Additional controls are available.
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Fixture Integrated Controls
Magnum’s fixture integrated controls approach offers various, more granular options of control for a LED lighting system. Magnum
OPUS offers nodes that are DALI, 0-10V, PWM and also tunable white capable. Certain nodes include occupancy and light level
sensing on a per fixture basis and other nodes are “control” nodes that receive occupancy and light level readings from a zoned
sensor. Both approaches offer more granular control and enhanced scene options.

Fixture Integrated
0-10V Node

Fixture Integrated
0-10V Node (Low Bay)

Fixture Integrated
0-10V Node (High Bay)

Fixture Integrated
DALI Node

Fixture Integrated
DALI Node (Low Bay)

Fixture Integrated
DALI Node (High Bay)

Fixture Integrated
PWM Node

Fixture Integrated
DALI Node (High Voltage)

*Partial portfolio displayed above. Additional controls are available.
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LED Fixtures
2’ x 2’

2’ x 4’

1’ x 4’

LED Troffer: This high performance fixture comes as a retrofit kit or as a fixture
and typically comes in 3 sizes (2X2, 2X4, 1X4) with a choice of lumen output as
well as color temperature. The typical color temperatures are cool white, neutral
white and warm white. In some fixtures, the color tuning is dynamic and can be
changed with a switch or through the BMS. Wattage options typically range from
20W to 50W. LED retrofit kits are designed to convert existing fluorescent troffers
to LED.

2’ x 2’

2’ x 4’

1’ x 4’

LED Flat Panel: This high performance fixture provides a cost effective alternative
to an LED troffer. It offers uniform light distribution and is a slim design. LED flat panels
typically come in 3 sizes (2X2, 2X4, 1X4) with a choice of lumen output as well as
color temperature. The typical color temperatures are cool white, neutral white
and warm white. In some fixtures, the color tuning is dynamic and can be changed
with a switch or through the BMS. Wattage options typically range from 20W to
60W. LED retrofit kits are designed to convert existing fluorescent troffers to LED.

Suspended Linear Fixtures: Architectural linear suspensions bring clean
lines and clear light to commercial interiors of all kinds. Magnum’s LED resale
program includes a variety of architectural aesthetics. These stylish LEDs offer
highly effective and efficient lighting solutions for hotels, offices and retail
environments.

LED High Bay: High bay fixtures are designed for taller ceilings and larger areas.
This makes them perfect for commercial and industrial applications such
as warehouses, gyms and manufacturing facilities. High bays typically start
at 100W and usually go as high as 400W. This is a huge reduction in power
consumption as compared to traditional HID and MH solutions. Key benefits
to LED High Bay lighting are improved safety, energy efficiency and enhanced
productivity.

LED Downlight: Sometimes called “can lights”, these LED lights are included
in many fixture schedules for building projects. LED down lights are 75% more
energy efficient than traditional recessed cans. Magnum offers a 4”, 6” and 8”
downlight LED replacement.
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Stand Alone & Integrated Offerings
Magnum’s unique LED lighting controls solution offers the ability to run a system completely independent of software or a BMS.
This is because Magnum utilizes intelligence at the individual device level. The operational capabilities of Magnum OPUS and our
LED resale program are enhanced when a BMS is utilized. The most common approach would be a hybrid system where the Magnum
wireless devices operate on a local level with a BMS in place to override functions during the day or at night. Scheduling and
demand response configurations are only possible with the addition of software or a BMS. Furthermore, the BMS gathers light
level data which it can use to optimize HVAC operations or gather for energy savings reporting.

Key Solution Differentiators
• Energy reporting
		
- On a per building level
		
- On a per circuit level
		
- On a per fixture level
• Tunable white capable
• Secure & Scalable
• Pre-configuration of system reduces on site time
• No batteries
• Long range capable
• Scheduling
• Demand response ready
• No unnecessary 3rd party middleware
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BACnet IP

BACnet
Based BAS

EBOX

EBOX: BACnet IP Gateway
The cornerstone of this program and the value it brings to dealers and end customers resides in the functionality and capability of
Magnum’s EBOX, BACnet gateway. At Magnum we firmly believe that lighting controls should be seamlessly integrated into BMS
and not have to travel through unnecessary, unneeded, complicated and expensive third party software. With Magnum, the
connected fixtures communicate directly to the BMS.
EBOX Features:
• Auto-commissioning
• Power-over-ethernet built in
• WIFI capable
• Clear LED indicators for diagnostics
• External antenna available
• Long range capable
• No programming or scripting
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